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Title

Design in educational technology: design thinking, desing process, ad the design
studio / Edited by Hokanson & Gibbons

Imprint

New York: Springer International, c2014

Language

English

Book Location

371. 33 HOK‐ D

Subject
Brief Introduction
This book is the result of a research symposium sponsored by the Association for Educational Communications and
Technology [AECT]. The fifteen chapters were developed by leaders in the field and represent the most updated and
cutting edge methodology in the areas of instructional design and instructional technology. The broad concepts of
design, design thinking, the design process, and the design studio, are identified and they form the framework of the
book. This book advocates the conscious adoption of a mindset of design thinking, such as that evident in a range of
divergent professions including business, government, and medicine. At its core is a focus on "planning, inventing,
making, and doing." (Cross, 1982), all of which are of value to the field of educational technology. Additionally, the book
endeavors to develop a deep understanding of the design process in the reader. It is a critical skill, often drawing from
other traditional design fields. An examination of the design process as practiced, of new models for design, and of ways
to connect theory to the development of educational products are all fully explored with the goal of providing guidance
for emerging instructional designers and deepening the practice of more advanced practitioners. Finally, as a large
number of leading schools of instructional design have adopted the studio form of education for their professional
programs, we include this emerging topic in the book as a practical and focused guide for readers at all levels.
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Title

GIS for the urban environment / by Maantay & Ziegler

Imprint

New York: ESRI Press, c2006

Language

English

Book Location

910. 285 MAA‐ G

Subject
Brief Introduction
Maantay (GISc, Lehman College, City University of New York) and Ziegler, a GIS consultant, introduce urban planning
applications and problem solving using geographic information system (GIS) technology, in this text for undergraduate
and graduate students and professionals in urban geography, urban studies, urban planning, public health, urban envi .
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Title

International sales law:a global challenge

Imprint

Cambridge:university press,2014

Language

English

Book Location

343. 087 INT‐

Subject
Brief Introduction
This book brings together the top international sales law scholars from twenty-three countries to review the Convention on
Contracts for International Sale of Goods (CISG) and its role in the unification of global sales law. It reviews the substance of
CISG rules and analyzes alternative interpretations. A comparative analysis is given of how countries have accepted, interpreted,
and applied the CISG. Theoretical insights are offered into the problems of uniform laws, the CISG's role in bridging the gap
between the common and civil legal traditions, and the debate over good faith in CISG jurisprudence. The book reviews case law
relating to the interpretation and application of the provisions of the CISG; analyzes how it has been recognized and implemented
by national courts and arbitral tribunals; offers insights into problems of uniformity of application of an international sales
convention; compares the CISG with the English Sale of Goods Act and places it in the context of other texts of UNCITRAL; and
analyzes the CISG from the practitioner's perspective
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Handbook of regulation and administrative/ Edited by Rosenbloom & Schwartz

Imprint

New York: Marcel Dekker, c 1994

Language

English

Book Location

347. 3026 HAN‐

Subject
Brief Introduction
This volume presents a broad overview of the political, administrative, legal and constitutional questions posed by the rise of the
administrative state in the United States ‐ covering all core subjects in the study of regulatory policy and administrative law.
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An introduction to EU competition law/ by Lorenz

Imprint

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013

Language

English

Book Location

343.240721 LOR‐I

Subject
Brief Introduction
Succinct and concise, this textbook covers all the procedural and substantive aspects of EU competition law. It explores primary
and secondary law through the prism of ECJ case law. Abuse of a dominant position and merger control are discussed and a
separate chapter on cartels ensures the student receives the broadest possible perspective on the subject. In addition, the
book's consistent structure aids understanding: section summaries underline key principles, questions reinforce learning and
essay discussion topics encourage further exploration. By setting out the economic principles which underpin the subject, the
author allows the student to engage with the complexity of competition law with confidence. Integrated examples and an
uncluttered writing style make this required reading for all students of the subject.
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An introduction to the Finite Element Method / by Reddy

Imprint

India: McGraw Hill , c2006

Language

English

Book Location

620.00151535 RED‐I

Subject
Brief Introduction
Known for its unique approach and detailed, carefully selected examples problems and home work problems, this text
comprehensively covers a wide range of engineering areas. This makes the book appropriate for all engineering majors and
underscores the wide range of uses FEM has in the professional world.
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Fluid mechanics / by Cengel & Cimbala

Imprint

New Delhi: McGraw Hill , 2014

Language

English

Book Location

620.106 CEN‐F

Subject

Brief Introduction
The text helps students develop an intuitive understanding of fluid mechanics by emphasizing the physical underpinning of
processes and by utilizing numerous informative figures, photographs and other visual aids to reinforce the basic concepts.
Salient features visual nature of fluid mechanics accentuated by apt illustrations and photographs physical intuition to help
students develop a sense of the underlying physical mechanisms and amastery of solving practical problems. Engineering
equation solver software and problems are includedtable of content:introduction and basic concepts properties of fluids
pressure and fluid statics fluid kinematics bernoulli and energy equations momentum analysis of flow systems dimensional
analysis and modeling internal flow differential analysis of fluid flow approximate solutions of the navier‐stokes equation
external flow: drag and lift compressible flow open‐channel flow turbomachinery introduction to computational fluid dynamics.
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Rebellion & violence in Islamic law/ by khaled

Imprint

New York: Cambridge University Press,2001

Language

English

Book Location

340.59 KHA‐R

Subject

Brief Introduction
Khaled Abou El Fadl's book represents the first systematic examination of the idea and treatment of political resistance and
rebellion in Islamic law. Pre‐modern jurists produced an extensive and sophisticated discourse on the legality of rebellion and
the treatment due to rebels under Islamic law. The book examines the emergence and development of these discourses from
the eighth to the fifteenth centuries, and considers juristic responses to the various terror‐inducing strategies employed by
rebels‐‐including assassination, stealth attacks and rape. The study demonstrates how Muslim jurists went about restructuring
several competing doctrinal sources in order to construct a highly technical discourse on rebellion. Indeed many of these rulings
may have a profound influence on contempoary practices. This is an important and challenging book which sheds light on the
complexities of Islamic law, and pre‐modern attitudes to dissidence and rebellion.
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Post‐Islamism: the changing faces of political Islam / Edited by/ Bayat

Imprint

New York: oxford university press,c2013

Language

English

Book Location

297.1977 POS‐

Subject

Brief Introduction
At least since the Islamic revolution of 1979 in Iran, political Islam or Islamism has been the focus of attention among scholars,
policymakers, and the general public. Much has been said about Islamism as a political and moral/ethical trend, but scant
attention is paid to its ongoing development. There is now a growing acknowledgment within the scholarly and policy
communities that Islamism is in the throes of transformation, but little is known about the nature and direction of these
changes. The essays of Post‐Islamism bring together young and established scholars and activists from different parts of the
Muslim World and the West to discuss their research on the changing discourses and practices of Islamist movements and
Islamic states largely in the Muslim majority countries. The changes in these movements can be termed 'post‐Islamism,' defined
both as a condition and a project characterized by the fusion of religiosity and rights, faith and freedom, Islam and liberty. Post‐
Islamism emphasizes rights rather than merely obligation, plurality instead of singular authoritative voice, historicity rather than
fixed scriptures, and the future instead of the past.
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The anthropology of Islam reader / Edited by Kreinath

Imprint

New York: Routledge,c2012

Language

English

Book Location

297.07 ANT‐

Subject

Brief Introduction
The Anthropology of Islam Reader brings together a rich variety of ethnographic work, offering an insight into various forms of
Islam as practiced in different geographic, social, and cultural contexts. Topics explored include Ramadan and the Hajj, the Feast
of Sacrifice, and the representation of Islam. An extensive introduction and bibliography helps students develop their
understanding of the variety of methodological and theoretical approaches involved in the anthropological study of Islam. In his
selections, Jens Kreinath highlights the diversity of practices and themes that were formative for this field of study, making this
essential reading for students of Islam at undergraduate and graduate level.
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Assessing Instructional Leadership with the Principal Instructional Management
rating scale / by Hallinger & Wang

Imprint

New York: Springer International ,c2015

Language

English

Book Location

371.2 CHE‐A

Subject

Brief Introduction
This volume provides a succinct up‐to‐date summary of global research on principal instructional leadership as it has evolved
over the past 50 years. The book's particular focus is on the development and use of the Principal Instructional Management
Rating Scale (PIMRS). The PIMRS is the most widely used survey instrument designed for assessing instructional leadership for
research and practice. It has been used in more than 250 studies in more than 30 countries around the world. The authors
provide a detailed conceptual and data‐based description of the rationale and development of the instrument as well as the
ways in which it has been used in practice. The book also provides, for the first time, a comprehensive assessment of the scale's
measurement properties. This represents essential information for future users of the instrument across different national
contexts. Finally, the volume outlines an agenda for improving future research on the role of principal instructional leadership in
student learning and school effectiveness.
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The global environment: institutions, laws, and policy /Edited by Axelrod &
Vandeveer

Imprint

USA: CQ press,c2015

Language

English

Book Location

363.7 GLO‐

Subject

Brief Introduction
The new edition of this award‐winning volume reflects the latest events in the in global environmental politics and
sustainable development while providing balanced coverage of the key institutions, environmental issues, treaties, and
policies. The volume has been reorganized to better highlight global environmental institutions, major state and non‐
state actors, and includes an expanded set of cases such as climate change, biodiversity, hazardous chemicals, ozone
layer depletion, nuclear energy and resource consumption. Based on reviewer feedback from faculty and students, the
new edition broadens coverage of the growing global environmental agenda and explores the relationships between
states, NGOs, and international organizations.
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Contemporary philosophy of social science /Fay

Imprint

Oxford: Blackwell publishing,1996

Language

English

Book Location

300.1 FAY‐C

Subject

Brief Introduction
This volume offers a new and distinct multicultural approach to the philosophy of social science. In providing a complete
introductory overview of the nature of social inquiry, Fay explores issues inherent in the study of human beings from the
perspective of cultural and social difference. Among the important topics explored are: the self and its relation to others:
culture and society: rationality and intelligibility: relativism and objectivity: and the relation of history to social science.
Although the book appropriates insights from hermeneutics, post structuralism, and critical theory, in addition to the
analytic philosophy of social science, it is written in a clear non‐technical style. It provides the ideal text for students in
the philosophy of social science, for those engaged in social science, and for those interested in multiculturalism.
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Introduction to nanoscience and nanotechnology / Binns

Imprint

Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons,c2010

Language

English

Book Location

620.5 BIN‐I

Subject

Brief Introduction
Introduction to Nanoscience and Nanotechnology explains nanotechnology to an audience that does not necessarily
have a scientific background. It covers all aspects, including the new areas of biomedical applications and the use of
nanotechnology to probe the "quantum vacuum." After discussing the present state of the art in nanotechnology, the
book makes estimates of where these technologies are going and what will be possible in the future.
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CISSP all in one exam guide/ Harris. 6th ed.

Imprint

New York: Mc Graw‐Hill,c2013

Language

English

Book Location

005.8 HAR‐A

Subject

Brief Introduction
A complete, up‐to‐date revision of the leading CISSP training resource from the #1 name in IT security certification and
training, Shon Harris Fully revised for the latest release of the Certified Information Systems Security Professional exam,
this comprehensive, up‐to‐date resource covers all 10 CISSP exam domains developed by the International Information
Systems Security Certification Consortium (ISC2). This authoritative exam guide features learning objectives at the
beginning of each chapter, exam tips, practice questions, and in‐depth explanations. Written by the leading expert in IT
security certification and training, CISSP All‐in‐One Exam Guide, Sixth Edition helps you pass the exam with ease and also
serves as an essential on‐the‐job reference. Covers all 10 CISSP domains: Information security governance and risk
management Access control Security architecture and design Physical and environmental security Telecommunications
and network security Cryptography Business continuity and disaster recovery Legal, regulations, compliance, and
investigations Software development security Security operations Electronic content includes: 1400+ practice exam
questions in a Windows‐based test engine with a new custom exam generation feature that allows you to practice by
domain or take a complete CISSP practice exam Video training module from Shon Harris‐single domain Adobe Digital
Edition ebook‐free download (subject to Adobe System Requirements
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Skating around the law / Charbonneau

Imprint

New York: Minotaur ,c2010

Language

English

Book Location

813.6 CHA‐S

Subject

Brief Introduction
Rebecca Robbins is on a mission to sell the roller rink she inherited in her hometown and get back to her life in the city.
What she doesn't count on discovering a dead body stuffed head first in the rink toilet.
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Nearing home: life, faith, and finishing well / by Graham

Imprint

Nashville: Thomas Nelson ,c2011

Language

English

Book Location

248.85 GRA‐N

Subject

Brief Introduction
But I do not account my life of any value nor as precious to myself, if only I may finish my course and the ministry that I
received from the Lord Jesus, to testify to the gospel of the grace of God. ‐Acts 20:24 (ESV) Growing old has been the
greatest surprise of my life," says Billy Graham, known by many as God's Ambassador. "I would have never guessed what
God had in store for me, and I know that as I am nearing home, He will not forsake me the last mile of the way." In
Nearing Home this man of faith‐now in his nineties‐explores the challenges of aging while gleaning foundational truths
from Scripture. Billy Graham invites us to journey with him as he considers the golden years while anticipating the hope
of being reunited with his wife, Ruth, in his heavenly home that eclipses this world. "When granted many years of life,
growing old in age is natural, but growing old with grace is a choice," says the author. "Growing older with grace is
possible for all who will set their hearts and minds on the Giver of grace, the Lord Jesus Christ." Join Billy Graham as he
shares the challenges of fading strength but still standing strong in his commitment to finishing life well. "Explore with
me not only the realities of life as we grow older but also the hope and fulfillment and even joy that can be ours once we
learn to look at these years from God's point of view and discover His strength to sustain us every day." ‐BILLY GRAHAM
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Brunelleschi's Dome: How a Renaissance Genius Reinvented Architecture / by King

Imprint

New York: Penguine Books,c2000

Language

English

Book Location

726.609455 KIN‐B

Subject

Brief Introduction
Anyone alive in Florence on August 19, 1418, would have understood the significance of the competition announced that day concerning the city's magnificent
new cathedral, Santa Maria del Fiore, already under construction for more than a century. "Whoever desires to make any model or design for the vaulting of the
main Dome shall do so before the end of the month of September." The proposed dome was regarded far and wide as all but impossible to build: not only would
it be enormous, but its original and sacrosanct design eschewed (shunned) the flying buttresses that supported cathedrals all over Europe. The dome would
literally need to be erected over thin air. Of the many plans submitted, one stood out‐‐a daring and unorthodox solution to vaulting what is still the largest dome
(143 feet in diameter) in the world. It was offered not by a master mason or carpenter, but by a goldsmith and clock maker named Filippo Brunelleschi, then 41,
who would dedicate the next 28 years to solving the puzzles of the dome's construction. In the process, he did nothing less than reinvent the field of architecture.
"Brunelleschi's Dome" is the story of how a Renaissance genius bent men, materials, and the very forces of nature to build an architectural wonder we continue
to marvel at today. Denounced at first as a madman, Brunelleschi was celebrated at the end as a genius. He engineered the perfect placement of brick and stone,
built ingenious hoists and cranes (some among the most renowned machines of the Renaissance) to carry an estimated 70 million pounds hundreds of feet into
the air, and designed the workers' platforms and routines so carefully that only one man died during the decades of construction‐‐all the while defying those who
said the dome would surely collapse and personal obstacles that at times threatened to overwhelm him. This drama was played out amidst plagues, wars,
political feuds, and the intellectual ferments of Renaissance Florence‐‐events Ross King weaves into the story to great effect, from Brunelleschi's bitter, ongoing
rivalry with the sculptor Lorenzo Ghiberti to the near capture of Florence by the Duke of Milan.
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Being fair and honest/ by koellhoffer

Imprint

New York: Chelsea house, c2009

Language

English

Book Location

179.9 KOE‐B

Subject

Brief Introduction
Studies show that many people do not think it is wrong to be deceitful or to cheat to get ahead in school or at work.
What does all this dishonesty do to individuals and our society at large? "Being Fair and Honest" examines how lies and
cheating hurt people's lives, and stresses the importance of justice and honesty in creating a society that treats people
well and provides them with the opportunities they need to succeed. History and current events topics covered include:
child labor in the industrial age; drug testing in sports; freedom of speech; honesty of scientific studies; laws to protect
the disabled; people who have found and returned large sums of money; Plessy v. Ferguson; racial profiling; The Trail of
Tears; and, why people steal.
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Under the boardwalk / by Phillips

Imprint

New York: Warner Vision, c2004

Language

English

Book Location

823.914 PHI‐U

Under the boardwalk

Subject

Brief Introduction
The "New York Times" bestselling author of "The Bachelor" once again delights readers with this delightfully saucy new
novel about twin sisters‐‐and the delicious trouble that ensues when one is mistaken for the other.
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Spain: The Root and the Flower: An Interpretation of Spain and the Spanish People/
by Crow

Imprint

Berkeley: University of California Press, c1985

Language

English

Book Location

946 CRO‐S

Under the boardwalk
Subject

Brief Introduction
John A. Crow updates and expands his classic study of the cultural history of Spain and its people. The scope of this richly
textured book is remarkable and includes chapters on Roman Spain, the Jews in Spain, the Moors, life in medieval towns,
the Golden Age of Spain, and other epochs in Spanish history. In addition, Crow extensively updates later chapters to
reflect changing events in the last ten years in Spain, and he expands his chapter on "Franco's Legacy."
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Learn to earn / by Peter & Lynch

Imprint

New York: Simon & Schuster, c1995

Language

English

Book Location

658.152 LYN‐L

Under the boardwalk
Subject

Brief Introduction
Many investors, including some with substantial portfolios, have only the sketchiest idea of how the stock market works.
This book claims this that the basics of investing ‐ the fundamentals of the economic system and what they have to do
with the stock market ‐ aren't taught in school. When individuals have to make important decisions about saving for
college and retirement funds, this failure to provide a basic education in investing can have tragic consequences. For
those who know what to look for, investment opportunities are everywhere. The average student is familiar with Nike,
Reebok, McDonalds, the Gap, and the Body Shop; the majority of teenagers have drunk Pepsi or Coke, but only a very
few own shares in either company or even understand how to buy them. The author demonstrates that the basic
principles behind public companies haven't changed in more than 300 years.
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Environmental engineering / by Peavy , Rowe & Tchobanoglous

Imprint

India: McGraw‐Hill, c1985

Language

English

Book Location

910.9182409031 CAS‐O

Subject

Brief Introduction
This book brings together and integrates the three principal areas of environmental engineering water, air and solid
waste management. It introduces a unique approach by emphasizing the relationship between the principles observed in
natural purification processes and those employed in engineered systems. First, the physical, chemical, mathematical
and biological principles that define measure and quantify environmental quality are described. Next, the processes by
which nature assimilates waste material are discussed and the natural purification processes that form the basis of
engineered systems are detailed. Finally, the engineering principles and practices involved in the design and operation of
environmental engineering works are covered at length. Features: written in a lucid style.
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Principles of emergency planning management / by Alexander

Imprint

Edinburgh: Terra Publishing, c2002

Language

English

Book Location

363.348 ALE‐P

Subject

Brief Introduction
David Alexander provides a concise yet comprehensive and systematic primer on how to prepare for a disaster. The book
introduces the methods, procedures, protocols and strategies of emergency planning, with an emphasis on situations
within industrialized countries. It is designed to be a reference source and manual from which emergency mangers can
extract ideas, suggestions and pro‐forma methodologies to help them design and implement emergency plans.
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The WTO dispute settlement procedures: a collection of relevant legal texts / by
World Trade Organization

Imprint

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, c2012

Language

English

Book Location

382.92 WTO‐

Subject

Brief Introduction
The third edition of The WTO Dispute Settlement Procedures collects together the treaty texts, decisions and agreed
practices relating to the procedures that apply in the settlement of WTO disputes. It affords ready answers to technical
questions relating to matters such as: how disputes are initiated and conducted, including at the appellate stage; what
deadlines apply and how to calculate them; what rules of conduct bind individuals involved in WTO dispute settlement;
and what rules of procedure apply to meetings of the Dispute Settlement Body. This highly practical work, which includes
cross‐references and a subject index, will prove invaluable to anyone working in WTO dispute settlement, including
lawyers, civil servants working in the field of trade, economists, academics and students. This edition has been fully
updated to take account of revised rules and procedures.
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The ORIGINS AND EVALUATION OF Islamic law / by Hallaq

Imprint

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, c2005

Language

English

Book Location

340.5909 HAL‐O

Subject

Brief Introduction
Long before the rise of Islam in the early seventh century, Arabia had come to form an integral part of the Near East. This
book, covering more than three centuries of legal history, presents an important account of how Islam developed its own
law while drawing on ancient Near Eastern legal cultures, Arabian customary law and Quranic reforms. The development
of the judiciary, legal reasoning and legal authority during the first century is discussed in detail as is the dramatic rise of
prophetic authority, the crystallization of legal theory and the formation of the all‐important legal schools. Finally the
book explores the interplay between law and politics, explaining how the jurists and the ruling elite led a symbiotic
existence that ‐ seemingly paradoxically ‐ allowed Islamic law and its application to be uniquely independent of the
'state'.
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Head first: the biography of hope / by Cousins

Imprint

New York: Dutton Books, c1989

Language

English

Book Location

616.08 COU‐H

Subject

Brief Introduction
Medical research has demonstrated that panic, depression, hate and frustration can have negative effects on human
health. Now, celebrated author Norman Cousins offers proof that positive attitudes are not merely "moods" but
biochemical realities.
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Technology/ by Wright

Imprint

South Holland: Goodheart‐Willocox Publisher, c2004

Language

English

Book Location

607.1 WRI‐T

Subject

Brief Introduction
The latest edition of Technology will help students realize how technology affects people and the world in which we live.
Numerous illustrations and easy‐to‐read text enable understanding of how people use technology and why technological
systems work the way they do. Student‐friendly features, such as Tomorrow s Technology Today, Technology Explained,
Connections to Technology, and Career Corners, provide numerous practical examples of the impacts of technology on
our world. This edition of the book has a broadened scope, with information on automation and robotics, digital
photography, digital signals, and job skills and employment. The book is fully correlated to the Standards for
Technological Literacy.
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